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About This Software

CollabHub is a VR drawing and diagramming app for the Oculus Rift and HTC Vive. Express yourself on a virtual whiteboard
with a full color palette and many shapes to choose from.

 Collaborate with others or have a whiteboard all to yourself with as much or as little drawing space as needed.

Easily move the drawing board around the environment

Draw shapes such as lines, rectangles, ellipses, arrows, triangles, diamonds

Resize and move a shape after it's drawn to find the perfect position and size

Import images from your computer onto your whiteboard and resize/move them around

Erase as you would on a whiteboard with a choice of different widths

Full color palette for all shapes and freehand drawing

Night mode: turn off the lights and work under the night sky

Undo and redo as many times as needed
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Teleport anywhere in the office to get a different perspective

Shortcuts for teleporting, undo and redo easily accessible on the thumbpad

Save and load your drawing board at any time

Export your whiteboard to an image file

Change the color of the whiteboard to that of your choosing

Choose from 'Smooth Plastic' or 'Unlit' board materials

Vary the opacity of the board to get a see-through glass feel

A tutorial to help get you started

Collaborate with multiple users (coming soon)
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Title: CollabHub
Genre: Design & Illustration, Utilities, Early Access
Developer:
CollabHub
Publisher:
CollabHub
Release Date: 14 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English
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collabhub vr

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J7Xuc17hwqI&list=PLdburWzgmum73cxtTR2EwMMQme-tu1XLE&index=4

I don't see the point in this game? what is the aim of it, what are the objectives? For me it was just boring, basically free
roaming on a boring map. This needs a lot of work and a indentity. Btw the hit detection is bad aswell...
Graphics: 4/10
Gameplay: 3/10
Fun: 2/10
Final score: It get a rotten donkey. This is a multiplayer-only title that nobody plays, and the only single-player mode is the
tutorial. Don't buy.. Real interesting but id suggest buying it real cheap still very good. A tutti gli amanti dei puzzle game lo
consiglio alla grandissima!. Short (~30 min.), cute story with a unique art style and some interesting dialogue-based gameplay.
Feels more like a proof of concept that would be better suited for a freeware game -- I'm not just talking about the length, but
the sense that the characters, concepts, and themes introduced could be developed into a more substantial visual novel -- but I'd
still recommend it if you're interested in experimental VNs.. Game is ok, gets rather repetitive.
Don't buy for more than 10 dollars.. Please don't buy and play this game , please.. Very poor driving experience, cab sounds are
awful. This pack is ok for static stock but I guess thats why it was cheap!. Well, I must say, I am extremely dissapointed with
this one: let me tell you the good things first!

New track textures! Also, very nice scenery, lots to look at! The track has superelevated corners in some places, which is always
a plus! Also, a nice variation of quiet zone, and horn-able crossings! Also included are two new Amtrak coaches, and a variety
of frieght rolling stock. The Dash 8 has what seems to be a new cab!

Now for the bad stuff: try not to fall asleep :)
Reused sounds for the locos (what a surprise)
The P42 is basically a reskinned P32
The wipers on the P42 are right from in-cab, but backwards from outside (really?)
The new Viewliners have NO CAB VIEW!
The route is rather flat
The Level crossings use default signals and sounds
There is only career scenarios (would be nice to have some standard, no pressure scenarios)

I am sorry to say, I cannot recommend this route. It, to me, seems to be cutting quite a few corners, and was a fairly big waste of
money. Unless DTG starts to get their butts in gear, I'm sorry to think that this might be the future of American Routes.

I can only say: don't get this route unless it is on sale :(
. Definitely a game made for masochists. All of this insanely addicting mindless fun for $3.99 is already a great bargain. The
game being soaked in beautiful gory aesthetics and a bumping sound track makes it a complete steal.

-Casey
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Damntzione. This game has the most shades of brown. Between average to a solid point and click adventure game. Gameplay is
not bad. The down side is the lip sync. Mad Orange has done a great job. Fans of adventure games would find this interesting.
The price for this game should be lower by now (since the original release date). Maybe $10.? Overall... 8/10.. This is the third
and the last part of Alien Breed trilogy. And I think it's not the best one, but not the worst. I would say they align like that (from
best to worst):

Alien Breed 1
Alien Breed 3
Alien Breed 2

The first part is far more superior. I don't know why. Maybe the game was still fresh by then and after the first part you
basically did the same thing all over again in the next 2 parts.

Anyway. It's a decent trilogy. Some people say that its repetitivness will make you bore of the game, but it's not entirely true.
The action of these games are very fun. Fun to shoot the aliens that swarm at you from all directions. Even if you do this
hundreds of times during the games.

As for Alien Breed 3

+more aggressive aliens. They even seemed faster than in the previous parts.
+boss fights. Even tho they are quite straight forward, but still good enough.

and now annoying things

-you will get stuck in some narrow corridors
-there are so MANY explosions going on around you. One level was basically an explosion fiesta. And that's not the worst thing,
but with every explosion your screen starts to shake and you can hardly see something. Imagine that it lasts for the whole level
(~50 minutes). This is just stupidly ridiculous. Very frustrating. I know, the ship is in a bad shape and so on, but why make it
shake every few seconds and make the things explode in the exactly same spots over and over again.
-camera positioning still sucks sometimes (well, mostly when you can't rotate it)

I got this game from the Humble Bundle a few years ago. If you really want to play this game, at least get it when it's on a sale.
Otherwise it's not worth ~20€.
. Really really dark game but really gripping in a way it makes you love it :D. I have just compleated it and yet want to
compleate it again with different choices. If you play this remember every choice as a consequence . Definly worth the price.
Buy it and see for your self =).. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=HR6Hcfc9KfA. I loved this game as much as I liked the
previous two. The way the story is told is very amusing and the illustrations are very cute. I really recommend you playing this
game!. this game a remarkable and very well done. and most of the early Access issues has been dealt with by the devs
this combat system is about one hit combo , there are so many forms the hard once followed by a unique tune adds sense of
achievement when executed.

and platforming is highly based on wall interaction with sliding and aerial actions with a very responsive controls makes it very
enjoyable.

if you love fast pace games with platforming then this game is definitely for you.. I was expecting more of a VN and less of a
time-management game. While the concept isn't bad, there's close to no character development; virtually all of your time is
given to creating your game. The timing and pace of how long it takes to make a game is vastly unbalanced; you can easily get
everything to 'amazing' and have nothing to do for thirty more days, and the controls don't allow you to simply 'rest'. With two
time periods a day where you \/have\/ to make a decision on how you spend your time (a 'repeat' button allows you to keep
going on whatever skill you have selected beforehand but doesn't work for resting), that means a lot of clicking and - for lack of
a better word - busywork. That's about 180 (OR MORE if you've got more than 30 days free) clicks to do nothing. It gets even
worse when you've got your girls doing nothing for over a month but still have to shell out cash to keep them on retainer. There's
issues with skipping dialogue as well; pressing the spacebar down solidly helps everything go by fast, but it also manages to
bypass any crucial decisions you need to make about game aspects and pricing, which can screw you over when it comes to
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selling games. There also seems to be an issue with how many games you purchase and are able to sell. Even if I purchase an
excess of the first game I make, none are sold at later conventions, which makes it a complete waste of money. If the purpose is
to have a decent amount of product to sell and keep getting revenue, then why does the game erase any copies I have left over
from my inventory?

This game has a lot of issues, and doesn't work as either a management sim or a VN.. Arrow Heads is a blast! I first played it at
PAX 2017--it's lightning quick to pick up and loaded with advanced moves to learn. Dodging arrows and landing clutch
headshots feels amazing!! I really dig the co-op mode too, sometimes you just want to work together to snipe some marauding
bears. If you're on the fence, grab it--I need more cannon fodder to slay online... :). It just plain wasn't good. It was slow, it was
boring, you're better off playing Dragon's Lair. It's literally just a slower, reading-based Dragon's Lair.. Update JUL 2017:

Much has changed since this review was first posted. There's a lot of new content, more than enough to justify the price tag in
my opinion. Here's a short list.

 Enormous playing areas, an entire galaxy!

 First person tools (and a weapon)

 Harder and more diverse AI controlled enemies

 More diverse missions

 Automation! Woo!

I just keep coming back to this game.

This is the upteenth time I've revisited it, and each time it gets better. There's a good amount of toys, things to play with, and
sooo much more stuff to look forward to. Not only am I happy with how the game is now, but I'm also very excited about what's
coming in the future.

Yes, there will be bugs. Yes, you will lose ships. But you will more than likely have a lot of fun along the way.

P.S: Play PvP. You'll only get bored on a PvE server!

Original review below:
----------

MAY 2016:

8/10

TLDR : An excellent game, every update has very few (if any) bugs, with developers that respond to community requests.
Definitely worth the low price.

Key Points: 

Polished and tested updates every two weeks. The bugs that do make it in are minor and quickly fixed.

Responsive to community feedback and requests.

One man cannot rule them all. Bigger ships require/benefit from additional (player) crew. You can do it alone, but it's
tough.
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Walk around inside ships. interact with different items, while someone's piloting. You don't get thrown around \o/

Probably the nicest in-game interfaces for interacting with items you've ever used.

You don't build ships while playing. You do it in an editor, and build the ship whole.

Very impressive interiors, overall visuals are outstanding.

Much more detailed and technical ship construction, including grouping items onto different power grids, weapon
groups into ammunition loaders, etc.

What's the down side?

Content is a little limited at the time of writing. This is set to change, with small updates every fortnight.

Low player numbers, probably due to the above. If you're content with Single Player, this won't be a problem for you!

Interstellar Rift is a little gem that has been sitting in my steam library for quite some time. It's one of those games that you pop
back to every now and then just to see how it's coming along. Every so often there's a good update that gets me back into it for a
while, which is exactly how I got started with Space Engineers.

At the moment Interstellar Rift appears to be in an awkward phase. Some people want to buy it but haven't because they're
waiting to see what happens, and others have it but don't play online because nobody else is playing it online right now (!).
There's no denying that it's a good game - the basics are all there, what I think a lot of people are waiting for is a big feature or
update to come out that really offers something new and interesting to play with. It doesn't take long to get through the content
that's offered already, which itself is worth the low price tag. But the combat is somewhat limited at the moment, and the
number of toys to tinker with could use expanding. Some of this is in progress or planned already.

With first person combat (planned), ship boarding (planned), resource scarcity (planned), official servers (currently a test
server), a bunch of new toys and gameplay mechanics (planned), this will be a hit.

With two updates/month though, don't expect all this tomorrow; But at least you won't be eternally tripping over bugs and
crashes when this stuff arrives (I'm looking at YOU, Space Engineers!).
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